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"i had a good meeting with iain clarke on our last trip here in india. he asked some really tough questions and
made me feel some pressure, and i like it. he asked me if my bowlers could take 20 wickets in an odi match. i

said yes. and if we scored 300 runs in an odi, i don't think we would need to call for the cut-to-six-players
policy. india vs bangladesh, women's world cup 2022 match live updates: sachin's record will be broken in the

final! it is no more!! sadasiv kamble (37 off 29 balls) gets his first world cup half-century and sachin
tendulkar's world record of 492 odi runs is broken in dramatic fashion as india win by 110 runs. this is a rare

one-sided final. ravindra jadeja (50 off 46 balls, 3) and shikhar dhawan (52 off 33 balls, 6) hit back-to-back half-
centuries to revive india's fading interest in this world cup 2019 odi encounter and post a total of 149 in the 33

overs played. bangladesh have passed their target for the loss of kushon / riyasat and the opening pair get
their names on the score sheet. india came under sharp attack for the third time in less than two weeks here
at the world cup as australia prevailed to seal a place in the semis by 31 runs against a team which has now

qualified for the final. england's best hope of success in the icc t20 world cup looks all but gone as they lose to
big-spending pakistan by eight wickets at the oval. chasing 157 to win in the final over of the match, the

english batsmen appeared to be in the driving seat with tom westley and chris woakes falling in quick
succession. with the last ball of the match, moeen ali got the prize wicket of india's star player virat kohli to

wrap up an eight-wicket defeat and book their place in the world cup final. the last of kohli's hundred stand off
the last ball was with ajinkya rahane as they shared a 200-ball 159-run partnership. there were 11 fours and a

six in the huge knock.
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that concludes our coverage of the icc
world cup 2019 (2022) so far. the

tournament is an exciting and tense
one. four of the best sides in the world

are playing the final and will be
hoping to get a place in the final. icc

world twenty20 2019: india vs
pakistan (women's world cup final)
live scorecard: india won by eight
wickets! team india wins the icc

women's world cup for the first time in
their history! india eased to victory in

the icc women's world cup final
against pakistan, winning by eight
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wickets to claim their first global title.
skipper harmanpreet kaur started the

scoring by striking a boundary off
usha negi, and she wasn't finished

there. she smashed a six, and a
couple of boundaries later it was 4-1
as india raced to 30-1. harmanpreet

and harmanpreet played a fine
partnership of 58, with the latter

finishing with figures of 4-33. india vs
pakistan, icc t20 world cup final

highlights: pakistan have celebrated
their first win in world cup final, after
a comprehensive nine-wicket victory

over india, on saturday. pakistan
opened with the openers, who both
scored centuries before they got out
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in the powerplay overs, with shahid
afridi and misbah-ul haq falling in the
same over. only mohammad hafeez

stayed with misbah who hit his last six
balls for five runs. haris sohail hit a

boundary off the first ball he faced in
the final over, before bowling the last
three overs for 17 runs. india started
their chase slowly before virat kohli

and shikhar dhawan started off with a
partnership of 61 runs before ashish
nehra dismissed dhawan and kohli.
india vs pakistan, icc t20 world cup

final highlights: pakistan have
celebrated their first win in world cup

final, after a comprehensive nine-
wicket victory over india, on saturday.
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pakistan opened with the openers,
who both scored centuries before

they got out in the powerplay overs,
with shahid afridi and misbah-ul haq

falling in the same over. only
mohammad hafeez stayed with

misbah who hit his last six balls for
five runs. haris sohail hit a boundary
off the first ball he faced in the final
over, before bowling the last three

overs for 17 runs. india started their
chase slowly before virat kohli and
shikhar dhawan started off with a

partnership of 61 runs before ashish
nehra dismissed dhawan and kohli.
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